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ABSTRACT
I

Construction of a six-meter bent crystal spectrograph of
the Cauchois type is described. Its initial operation using
canned sources of ten curies or less has been performed. Its
low efficiency indicated that it would be desirable to utilise
stronger sources for good spectrographic work.

The spectrograph was dismantled and then reassembled in
the M.I.T. Reactor Building and was used to obtain the fission-
product spectrum from a spent M.I.T. Reactor fuel-element.

Energies of gamma-rays from Np-239, Cs-134 and U-235 fis-
sion products have been measured to accuracies of from 1 in
300 to 1 in 2000. In addition the K-series X-rays from Pu
were measured.

Thesis Supervisor: N.C. Rasmussen

Assistant Professor
of Nuclear Engineering
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I. ITTRODUCTION

I.1.Nuclear Theory and Gama Spectroscopy

The existence of nuclear shell effects and such collective

aspects as nuclear fission and large quadrupole moments

makes it imperative that theorists o' nuclear structure

consider a hybrid theory of the nucleus, a theory which

incorporates the ideas of both the shell model and the li-

quid drop model. Such a theory is the 'collective model' of

Bohr and ottelson 1 ,2*, who postulate a nuclear core and an

"outer shell" of nucleon or nucleons with a core-shell coup-

ling whose strength depends on the total and relative numbers

of nucleons. Tith this model, it is possible to calculate

energy-levels and transition probabilities of high-A nuclei

to several significant figures. It becomes necessary then

to measure energy-levels and transition probabilities accu-

rately in order that data for nuclear theorists be available

for confirmation.

A precision method of gamma-ray energy measurement (and

hence determination of the nuclear energy-levels) which has

been extensively used is the measurement by a beta-ray

spectrograph of the energy of the electron produced by the

Compton process3.

Another development is the bent-crystal spectrograph of

the transmission type4, whilch may be either of two geometries,

both of which have been used with great success5,6,7, 8 ,9 ,1 0 .

IY*l' _---·c�_ -- ·C-L-· - - - - �_ _�.(LIIIY·�YIIIIIIIIyl I�1II.
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Still another type is the double flat-crystal method l l,

which has had great success in X-ray spectroscopy prior to

application in gamma-ray spectroscopy.

The relative merits of each of these methods may be sur-

mised from a reading of the references given, in particular

references 3,4 and 11. But perhaps by far the simplest method

is the bent-crystal spectrograph in the Cauchois geometry

(see next section), which type the author used in this work.

I.2.Basic rinciples of the Bent Crystal Sectrograph

The theory of X-ray or gamma-ray reflection for curved

lattices has not been adequately treated. We present here

a ave-model interpretation of the phenomenon, following

Cauchois1 2 . First let us review the development of the bent-

crystal spectrograph.

Dulond and Kirkpatrick 14 were the first to propose the

principle of the crystal spectrograph of the type shown on

fig.l for X-ray diffraction. Q is a crystal whose reflec-

ting planes intersect in a vertical line through . At S

is placed a vertical line-source of gamma-rays (considered,

for convenience of discussion, to be monochromatic). Consi-

derations of geometry and Bragg's law indicate that a detec-

tor D placed at the appropriate angle will detect these

mono-energetic gamma-rays as if they had been emitted from

isthe virtual image V, which equally disposed along the focal

circle from the p-point as the source point S DuIond and

I Tote that the roles of the line-source S and broad detector
I ._ __ I / v
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D

Fig.1 The principle oL the X-ray transmission spectrometer
proposed by DuMond and Kirkpatrick in 1930

Source

Fig.2 The Cauchois Approximate Geometry

P
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Kirkpatrick suggested a multi-crystal spectrograph using the

above principle.

4elle Cauchois15 first showed that an approximate version

using a single bent crystal would be adequate: the reflecting

planes must still intersect at _ as shown by Duilond but

the neutral ais is bent to twice the radius of the focal or

Rowland circle (see fig.2). The fractional aberration due to

this approximation is found to be small for the range of

interest (fur a two-meter spectrograph this is about 10-5).

Irelle Cauchois was the first to build such an instrument 16.

IMelle Cauchois showed that the thickness of the curved

crystal gives a focussing effect,i.e. the increase in the

d-spacing on the convex side of the crystal is compensated

for by the decrease in the Bragg angle and conversely for the

concave side of the crystal (see also ref.17; we follow es-

sentially the treatment given in the Appendix of ref.13).

We return, for purposes of discussion, to the type of spec-

trograph depicted on fig.l. In fig.3 we show the crystal Q

with highly exaggerated thickness To and length LL"L'. We

again consider a monochromatic source at S. 'We note that the

virtual image of rays reflected by points along the neutral

axis Lo"t (such as shown on planes aa,bb and cc) lies on a

li:le joining each point with V: at A,V and C, but only the

neutral axis through bb has its virtual image at V. Thus

the virtual imgges of reflection by the neutral axis LL"L'

lies on a circle about of diameter SS'. Consider now a
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point in the detector. The source must emit gamma-rays

within the angle if the gamma-rays are to be detected at

P -no reflection to P occurs for this particular energy

gamma-ray if the ray is initially directed out of this angle

6. It is seen that the images lie on I1,1 o0, and _1 for re-

flection into P by the planes £ff,dd,ee at the points of re-

flection R,Ro, and R.1 The focussing effect due to the

curvature of the crystal is evident.
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II DSCRIPTIO0 ATD CONSTRUCTION OF TE SIX-IMTER SPECTROGRAPH

I1.1 The SectrogRZa-ph Frame

An auxiliary six-meter spectrograph frame was designed

and built by A.E. 1Kazi, Professor T.C.Rasmussen ad Professor

Hans ark in connection with the project supported by The

ITational Science Foundation at the .I.T.Reactor 8 This

auxiliary frame is shown on fig.4 and its plan view on fig.3.

The 3"Kxkt- lbs er foot I-beams are made of aluminum. The

choice of aluminum in favor of steel for the I-beams was de-

liberate, for this renders the auxiliary frame easily trans-

portable. This spectrograph, for its size, is probably unique

in this respect. Rigidity of the frame is ensured by :"

steel plates which are bolted to the I-beams.

The frame is horizontal and is supported at three oints.

At the 'head: of the frame directly beneath the crystal

clamping-block is a simple cylindrical support held in bear-

ings so that it may act as a pivot. The two other supports

are rollers so that the frame may swing freely about the

pivot under the clanping-blcok. The position of the rollers

along the frame was determined by considerations of minimum

vertical displacement at the emulsion. To this end, it was

recalled that lead bricks would be placed on the steel late

for purposes of shielding the emulsion from unreflected rays

direct from the source (see Sect.III.3).

The film-holder is attached to the frame by bolts and
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Fig.4 A Photograph of the Six-Meter Bent Crystal Spectrograph
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Fig.5 A Plan and Side View of the Spectrograph Showing
Its Dimensions
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provision is made for fine adjustments of its position

relative to that of the crystal.

II.2. The Crystal and Crystal Clamping-Block

Several large pieces of ( quartz have been obtained by

M.I.T. through the courtesy of Argonne ational Laboratories.

These are 5" by 4" by 0.4cm and have been cut so that the

(310) and the (003) and (006) planes are perpendicular to the

5" by 4" surfaces. fe have used for this work the (310) as

the reflecting planes - these have a d-spacing of 1177.67 XU.

The crystal clamping-block was made to specification.

Photographs are shown of a similar but smaller clamping-block

in refs.10 and 19. The concave surface had been accurately

machined, ground and lapped (for further details the reader

is referred to ref.20; see also ref.18). hen bending, a

rubber padding is interposed between the crystal and the con-

vex surface of the clamping-block. Bending is achieved by

a simple even tightening of bolts.

The usable area of the crystal is approximately 3" by 2-3/4".

The area actually used in an experiment is much smaller be-

cause our canned sources are only 1" in diameter. Even with

the fuel-element spectrum experiment we were unable to utilize

the full width of the fuel-element as our source because of

shielding requirements fr the emulsion (see Sect.III.3).
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II.3. Setting-Up the Spectrograph: The Hartmann Tests

Once the crystal clamping-block is in position on the

frame, the only other requirements for operation of the

spectrograph are that the emulsion must lie on the focal

or Rowland circle.and that the centers of the source, crys-

tal and emulsion must lie on a horizontal plane. The latter

requirement is, of course, very easily satisfied; the for-

mer requirement, however, requires careful adjustment and

readjustment of the film-holder. This test is called the

Hartmann test and is fully described in ref.lO (see also

ref.4). A supplementary diagram of the procedure in this

test is shown o fig.6, where the lateral dimensions have

been highly magnified and the paths of the focussing rays

have been approximated by a pair of converging lines form-

ing the sides of an isosceles triangle. Knowing the dis-

tance a of those portions of the crystal used to obtain

the images on the X-ray film and by measuring, with the op-

tical comparator, the relative displacement 2b of the images

of the tungsten K X-ray on the film, we can estimate the

distance the film-holder is to be moved in order that it co-

incide with the focal circle.
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II.4 Efficiency Considerations of the Six-Meter Bent Crstal

Spectrograph of the Cauchois Type

In section .2 we have stated that a source S (see fig.3,p.5)

must emit a gamma-ray within an angle de if it is to be detec-

ted at P. Conversely, a source in the Cauchois geometry at P

must emit a ray within 0t for detection at S (by photographic

emulsion). This angle - which is easily calculated from the

geometry of the spectrograph, knowing the d-spacing of the

crystal planes - gives no indication, however, of the per-

centage transmission, which must be takcen into account when

computing the instrument efficiency.

A more useful parameter has been experimentally measured

by Lind ,West and DuMiond13 and has been verified by a theore-

tical computation. This is the so-called total integrated

reflection coefficient', R which is in effect the effective

solid angle over which all of te gamma-rays incident on the

crystal (at the Bragg angle appropriate to the energy of the

gamna-rays) are reflected by the crystal. Thus a point source

P sees ans effective width of the crystal given by R.d ,

where d is the source-to-crystal distance (see fig.7). Now

suppose the height of the emulsion is 1 cm. Then the effec-

tive height,i.e. the useful height, of the crystal is, by si-

milar triangles, d/(Dd) cm. If Nt is the number of quanta

emitted per second by P, then the number incident on the

cryrstal (and hence, by definition of R, also incident on

the emulsion at E) is

IA.. . (Area of £.. t4A) = 4d. d N Re
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Let us now assume that this relation holds for every point

at and around P in the source. Then the intrinsic efficiency

(f.or 1 cm height of image) is Re/4(t(D d)

Now, provided the source thickness is uniform, the exposure

time is inversely proportional to the intrinsic efficiency

as well as to the solid angle subtended by the source at the

image point (see fig.8). or a fixed source width, the solid

angle is proportional to (D d) 1 . Thus the exposure time

is proportional to

(D +dd .4(I+d)/Q = (D +d)2.41/R o

is inversely proportional to 2 (where E is the energy

of the gamma-ray) 13 . The emulsion efficiency is low and its

energy-dependence has been found by Chupp et al.21- using

the data given in refs. 22 and 23 - for the 600 microns

Ilford G5 emulsion:

£ .... 3 E key¢ = o' o .. o E E e

And so the overall efficiency around 100 key is approximately

proportional to l/:5, whereas above 300 kev it is approxi-

mately proportional to l/E7/3. The exposure time then is

highly dependent on the range of energies being measured.

In the present work, the sources were canned using the me-

thods described in ref.19. The diameter of the source is

eleven-sixteenth of an inch and for 200 key and lower energy

gamma-rays there is a considerable amount of self-absorption
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in high-Z sources (see Sect.IV.l). For a high-Z source,

therefore, the energy-dependence of the overall efficiency

for gamma-rays of about 100 kev is somewhat compensated for

by self-absorption9

The detector efficiency may be iproved by interposing a

thin slab of scintillation crystal in front of the emulsion.

The effects on line widths etc. are currently being investi-

gated2 3 .

Various other methods of efficient detection have been

contemplated, such as image intensification by microscopic

light pipes between a scintillation crystal located at the

focal circle and the emulsion plate behind it (or better

still, in a region of zero background) and also the use of a

thin slab of CsI crystal as part of a regular scintillation

detector system. This latter detecting system would have the

disadvantage of not being able to obtain a spectrum in one

exposure and also of having inferior resolution, but it has

a higher efficiency and the ability to obtain relative inten-

sities more easily. The scintillation and photographic me-

thods are, therefore, complementary and if used together

will greatly enhance the utility of the Bent Crystal Spec-

trograph of the Cauchois type.
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III-. OPERA TION T SPECTROGRAPH

II1.1 Experiments With Canned. Sources

Two experiments, besides an exploratory one, were carried

out using canned sources with the source-canning procedure

devised by MIathieu and MIoravec1 9. The two unknown sources

were Os-134 (in the form of its sulphate) and p-239 (using

irradiated foils of 'depleted' uranium, which was kindly

supplied to us by A.Weitzberg, of the Department of TNuclear

Engineering, M.I.T.). Calibration lines on the emulsions were

obtained from a Ta-182 source and also from X-rays of uranium.

The handling of the radioactive sources was also identical

with that described by Mathieu and Moravec 19. The "well" of

the transfer cart used by them has been improved in order

that (i) dose-rates below the transfer cart be reduced and

that(ii) transfer of the source by use of an III.TRohandling

tool be facilitated.

Shielding around the exposure-pig was afforded simply by

a systematic stacking of lead-bricks around the pig and as

close as possible to it. The weight of the fifty-odd lead-

bricks was distributed on a wide floor area by placing the

exposure-pig on two ~"' thick aluminum plates. This was de-

sirable because the great weight of the lead-bricks had

approached the design limit of the floor of the laboratory.

For storage of the radioactive sources, a vault of lead-

bricks had been in use in the laboratory (see p.31 of ref.10).
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Further details of these two experiments will be given in

Section IV.1.

II.2 Experiment with Spent M.I.T.R.Fuel-Element as Source

Of peculiar interest to nuclear engineering is a non-des-

tructive measurement of fuel burn-up in a fuel-element. A

possible burn-up measurement is the determination of the

relative intensities of several known gamma-rays as a function

of time (a calibration would be required). Another possibili-

ty exists with natural uranium or slightly enriched uranium

fuel-elements and this is the determination of the relative

number of atoms of Pu-239 and U from the relative intensities

of the respective X-rays, say the 4ts. Each of these experi-

ments may easily be performed with the bent crystal spectro-

graph.

Presently, however, we are interested mainly in obtaining

the gamma-ray spectrum from one of the fuel-elements from the

M.I.T.Reactor 25, which has been operating at a power of one

thousand kilowatts on the weekdays of the past year and a

half. For this experiment the six-meter spectrograph was dis-

mantled in the laboratory and its parts tranferred to the

M.IoT.R. building, where the spectrograph was reassembled on

several blocks of concrete which were available in the build-

ing at the time. As can be seen on fig.9, the spectrograph

was assembled about 41" above floor level, the reason being

that the opening in the MI.I.T.R. Fuel Transfer Flask through

which the crystal would be directly exposed to the fuel-element
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was 47-iT" above floor level. We were fortunate, therefore,

to have access to the concrete blocks, which proved indis-

pensable for the support of the heavy lead-brick shielding.

Tith the crystal in position, the Hartmann tests were per-

formed on the spectrograph.

The details of the Spent Fuel spectrum experiment are de-

ferred until Section IV.2.

III-.3. Shielding of the Emulsion Detector from the Non-

Diffracted Beam

The position of the source relative to that of the crystal

and vice-versa is determined primarily by the highest energy

of the gamma-rays which are to be photographed and measured.

IrL fig.10 we show the final arrangement of the shielding which

satisfies the requirement that no part of the emulsion be

directly exposed to the source.

The procedure leading to the arrangement shown on fig.10

is quite simple. First we determine the points h' and 1' from

considerations of the range of energies to be measured.Ve tape

two strings at h' and stretch them to either side of the source

position; we do the same to strings attached at 1'. Next we

stretch another string depicted by XX' on fig.10: the source

dummy may now be moved nearer the crystal until its left-hand

side just comes in contact with XX'. This position for the

source is the closest possible to the crystal. The gamma-ray

background at h will be reduced if the source were moved back
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away from the crystal, but then less of the crystal-width is

used and the exposure time is increased (see discussion on

p.15). The source shield and collimating tunnel" may now

be built with lead-bricks. The strings are then taped to the

plate above the crystal and the ends attached at h' and 1'

are moved to h and 1 respectively. The remainder of the

shielding can now be placed in position. When the radioactive

source is brought into the exposure-pig, the final adjustment

to the shielding can be made with the "critical" lead-brick

to reduce the background at h.

In practice, the distance hh' is sometimes only 3 cm (for

about 2 Mev gamma-rays). For a source 3 cm wide, then, the

source-to-crystal distance according to the above procedure

is equal to the diameter of the focal circle, which in our

case is six-meters. The source-to-crystal distance may be re-

duced, with the left-hand side of the source never crossing

the line XV, but at the expense of the loss of contribution

to the image at h from the right-hand part of the source. At

the same time, horever, the efficiency and exposure time for

the lower-energy gamma-rays has been improved (see p.15).

With the fuel-element as source, 1.6 Mev was decided to

be the maximum energy of investigation. The length of the

emulsion, 12", limits our range of investigation from 1.6 Mev

down to just below 100 kev With the fuel-element in position,

the full width of the source was effective in obtaining an

image around 100 key. For higher energies, the effective
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source w-,idth was only 1.4 cm for 1.6 MIev gamma-rays and

2.2 cm for 1 Mev gamma-rays (the fuel-element was positioned

only 7 ft from the crystal). This effective source width

was further reduced because the "critical" lead-brick had

to be moved into the diffracted beam a little in order that

the total background at the emulsion be limited to less

than 200 mr (measured with the "Drill-hole" GM counter) for

the duration of the exposure (see fig.10, p.21).

IIIo4. Formal Procedure

For the experiments with the canned sources, an Irradia-

tion Request Form, Part I, must first be obtained from

II.T.R. and filled out. The source is canned and its out-

side thoroughly cleaned with some acetone. Approval has to

be obtained from the Radiation Safety Office before the irra-

diation is begun.

While the can is being irradiated, the final positioning

of the lead-bricks is checked. The emulsion is wrapped in a

thin commercial wrapping paper, e.g. Saran-Wrap, in the

darkroom, and is wrapped on the outside b a double folder

of black paper. Some X-ray films to act as exposure monitors

are similarly prepared in black paper.

When the source-can is taken out of the irradiation port

a wipe-test must be performed on it as required by A.E.Co

regulations.
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~Ihen a source-can is to be re-inserted into the irradia-

tion port, care must be taken to ensure that the surface of

the can is absolutely clean. This is a precaution not only

against getting high-activity wipe-tests but also against

contamination of the irradiation port.

The background around - especially below- the room

where the experiments are being performed must be carefully

checked.

For the fuel-element spectrum experiment, the procedure

for the fuel-element transfer has to be checked and be appro-

ved by the M.I.T.R. Operations Staff.
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IV. DESCRIPTION OF PERIME~NTS

WTe present here in summary form all the data used and

obtained during the course of the work - all, that is, ex-

cept for the final analysis of the spectra obtained on the

photographic emulsion, which we will defer until the next

chapter. To this end, we will number the experiments per-

formed as follows:

Experiment I :A.Canned source of Cs-134

B.Canned source of p-239

Experiment II:M4.I.T.R.Spent Fuel Element

IV.l. Calculation of Irradiation-Times for Experiments IA, IB

The source strength desired of the source depends on the

required exposure of the emulsion (in curie-hours, say). From

previous experience with the 2 m bent crystal spectrograph lO

we estimated that about 1000 curie-hours would be required to

obtain a line at 100 key with the Ta-182 source. Accordingly

we made out requests for 10 curies of Ta-182 to be used for

calibration purposes.

The irradiations were usually in location 3GV6,in the M.IoT.

reactor2 6 , which is a vertical irradiation facility located in

the graphite reflector of the reactor. The thermal neutron

flux in #2 can-position in 3GV6 is27 4.5 1012 cm 2 sec-1.

The radio-isotope build-up formula is, with the usual assump-

tions,
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subscript 1 :initial stable isotope
subscript 2 :radio-isotope
superscript o :initial number

other symbols are those conventionally used

The activity of the sources was obtained from the dose-mea-

surement (using a "Juno" survey meter) through the approximate

relation28

R=0.551htr (mr/hr) @ 1 m per mc

where hr(in Mev) average quantum energy emitted
per disintegration

Flux depression in the sample was neglected in the calcula-

tion. Hence it was expected that the estimate of the required

irradiation time was conservative. From the results, it was

a simple matter to calculate the average flux to be used in

order that the above equation give closer results and hence

find a 'flux-depression' factor: F average flux/4.5X101 2

Sample in can Radio-isotop Za cm-1 Average flux F

Ta(metal) Ta-182 1.16 3.28l101 2/swhec 0.73

as(sulphate) Cs-134 0.238 4.07 0.91

U(depleted) Np-239 0.128(U) 3.92 0.87

Thus a flux-depression factor of 0.7-0.9 may be used, depend-

ing, very roughly, on a*

The U sample was irradiated in both 3GV6 and fuel-element

position #22 (in a thimble; no fuel in #22). From the data, we
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obtained the ratio: Flux(#22Thimble)/Flux(3GV6#2) =. 1.5

The desired irradiation time depends on the exposure time

required for particular lines to be observed on the emulsion.

The exposure time depends on the half-life of the radio-isotope

in question and on the overall efficiency of the spectrograph.

The overall efficiency is given by (section II.4)

___- ~ + "t'~2 x °104 1 | I Lc ine
+t l Ei 3 (Et ke)

For any one experiment, we might wish to know the overall

efficiency as a function of energy. In this case, we may use

theabove relation. However, there other energy-dependent

factors which must be considered, viz.,

(i) self-absorption in the source

(ii) geometrical reduction factor

Self-absorption in the source greatly affects the intensity

of the low-energy gamma-rays, particularly if the source is a

high-Z material.

The so-called geometrical factor is effectively the relative

source-widths as "seen" by the virtual images -- this effect

was amply demonstrated in Experiment II (see last paragraph on

p.22) and is dependent not so much on the absolute values of

the energies but on the range of energies being investigated.

These two effects were evident in our experiments and we

here list the pertinent data:



Crystal to source distance: 2'5"

Range of investigation : 95 key- 2 Mev

Isotope Estimated Energy Geomet- Self- Observed
Total of Gamma- rical absorption Intensity

Curie-hours Ray in kevfactor factor ...

Cs-134

Ta-182

1700

2370

2370

605

100

152

0.72

1.0

0.835

O .008

C0.008

w

w

The calculated ratio of intensities of the lines 100kev/605kev

is about 7. The observed intensities give this about 2, indi-

cating that the self-absortion in Ta @ 100 key was even greater.

Exp.IB Crystal to source distance: 110"

Range of investigation : 85 kev- 500 kev

Estimat ed
Total

Energy
of Gmma-

Curie-hours Ray in kev

Geomet-
rical
factor

Self-ab-
sorption
factor

Observed
Intensity

2630

1430

100 1.0 40.008

106(Pu) 1.0 0.5

Xrayl03 Pu) 1.0

m

ws
vs

Xray 99(Pu)

Xray 98(U)

Xray 94(U)

S

Some other lines at higher energies- gamma-rays from Pu and

the K-series X-rays were observed, but unfortunately the

emulsion plate was broken during development.

Exp. IA

28

Isotope

Ta-182

Np-239
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Note the tremendous effect of self-absorption on the

100 key gamma-ray from Ta-182 - only an outside layer of

about 0.03 cm thickness of Ta-182 was effective in contri-

buting the gamma-rays on the emulsion.

IV.2. The Relative Source Strengths of the Fission Products

in Eperiment II

Assumptions:

(i) Nuclides with half-lives less than 65 days have reached

saturation at reactor shutdown

(ii) Negligible neutron absorption

(iii)NIeutron flux of 8.1012 /cm2 .sec.

(iv) Crystal "sees" portion of fuel-element which had total

U-235 content of 13 gs.

Fuel-element cooling time: 17.3 hours

Exposure time : 71.0 hours

We calculate the exposure of the fission products in relative

units of exposure using the relation

-+2f e (3A I e- Ai
A; 

Y percent fission yield
disintegration constant of nuclide i (4')
thermal neutron flux

Z macroscopic fission cross-section

The computed exposure for each nuclide expected to give a

gamma-ray line is given on the next page in curie-hours.
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No. Nuclide Curie -hours No. Nuclide Curie-hours

1 580el4

2 54 Xe1 3 3

3

4 4 0 Zr9 5

5 38Sr 8 9

66 39Y9 1

7 5 8 Ce l '

8 42Mo 9 9

9 57Lal4 0

10
5 2Te132

11 44Rul03

12 53I131

13

1240

1235

1225

1140

1010

980

820

770

700

640

627

556

513

14 5 8Ce143

15 53 I133

16 54Xe1 35

17 40Zr9 7

18 61Pm 4 9

1919 39y 9 3

20 38 sr91

21 52 Tel29 m

22 5508Cs137

23 44 Ru1 06

24 52Te 13lm

25 53I135

26 61Pml5l

27 62Sm1 53

In order to compute the exposure for any line from any one

of the nuclides listed above, we need to know not only the

geometrical factor and the self-absorption factor at the

energy of the gamma-ray but also the yield of the gamma-ray

per disintegration of the parent nuclide. The two former fac-

tors are approximately as given below:

Energy in key

100
140
250
300

Geometrical
factor

1
1
1
0.815

Self-absorption
factor (for 0.75cm Al)

0.74
.85

0.85
0.858

470

320

248

204

127

84

71.5

69

45.5

41.2

31.3

3o

29.4

16.2

60IM147
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V. DATA REDUCTION AD RESULTS

The exposed emulsions were sent to Lawrence Radiation

Laboratory in Livermore for development by Professor Hans Mark,

on leave this year from the Department of Physics, M.I.T.

The distances of the lines on the emulsion from an arbit-

rary point were read under a precision optical comparator with

which it is possible to read a well-defined gamma-ray line to

within 2.10 5 m. In order to remove any systematic reading

error, the lines were read by several persons and several times

by each person. The error in the readings usually gives the

largest contribution to the standard error of the value of

wavelength or energy computed. This is especially true of weak

lines.

A computer program- for purposes of converting line-

readings on an emulsion from a 2 m bent crystal spectrograph

into wavelengths - exists for the LGP-30 Computer and has

been used to analyze data similar to those obtained in this

work29' 30. Briefly, the program finds a best value of ho (the

distance of an arbitrary point,from which the distances of the

lines have been measured, from the point) and D (the diame-

ter of the focal circle) from the given values of the wave-

lengths of the calibration lines by a least-squares method.

The emulsions from Experiments IB and II were analyzed by

the computer. The readings from the Cs-134 experiment were

analyzed by hand-calculation with a desk computer because only

one caesium line was observed.
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V.1. Results From Experiment IA

Gamma-ray line Presently obtained
Energy in key

Best values
in literature*

605.3 1.9** 604.65 0.15 kev (i)

605.00 1.0 kev(ii)

605.80 0.7 kev(iii)

*All data and references were taken from Nuclear Data Sheets

*The Bragg equation was of the form given by Chupp et al. 5

(i)Caltech work (1954), priv.comm.

( ii )Phys. RevjZ, 451( 1955 )

(iii )Compt .rend.29, 1374(1954)

The Decay Scheme below is obtained from

Girgis,R.K., and R.van Lieshout, Nucl.Phys.12,672(1959)

4* 550S134

I _
I 

stable 5 6 Ba1 3 4

1970 (4')
1-170
' 2411

1400 4
1it(I +)

60.5 2+

0 

605 kev

".9

11,

"'6_ t0 

A-

-- ��- --

El0/

m
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V.2.Results From xperiment IB

Calibration lines:* Eq,-U 98.442 key

;r -U 94.664 kev

Kt,-U 111.307 kev

W-U 110.428 key

Lines Observed Assigment
i. ii

Energy Computed Values in literature

99.53 0.08

100.13

103.75

106.15

116.3

117.3

99.52*

100.09 o0.02(i)

103.71*

1 06 .10(ii)

116.21'

117.21*

* All X-ray energies were computed from electron binding ener-

gies tabulated in ref.31.

(i) ref.7

(ii) Hollander,J.D., T.G. Smith, J.W .Mihelich
Phys .Rev. 102,740(1956); Phys .Rev. 100, 1238A(1955)

- * +

· .sq, ~. 
3303 7?/s +

O i.SS S/s +

0 I /S7 7 4w 'f
o. 00795 I, +

99 kev

100 key

103 key

106 key

116 key

117 key

'd -Pu

Ta-182

Pu-239

Kr-Pu
-Pu

1•1

i

07.p239
- .

WS. +0
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V.3. Results From xperinnt II

We list below all the lines observed on the emulsion approxi-

mately in order of decreasing intensity.

Observed Line
key

Computed
Ener:y k

Nuclide
ev Assignment

Previously Quoted
Values(from NDS )*

98.45 0.05

94.70

140.48

145.38

Mo99

Cell

98.442 (see p.33)

94.664 ( idem )

140.52 0.16

14.6 0.3144.9 0.7

111.31

110.44

133.5

228.33

162.32

114.3

106.12

91.11

111.90

114.59

181.2

250.2

293.8

328.6

%3-U

0e144 134.2
133.4

0.5

231

Ba1 4 o 160
162

KFU

106.3
106.0

0.1
0.2

90.7
91.2
91.3

W£U
U

Mo99

xel3 5

Cel43

La14O

182 3

250

294 1

328.6 0.3
323.0 6

98 

94

140

145

111

110

133

228

162

114

106

91

112

114

181

250

294

328

I. J - - 3 I -
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Observed Line Computed Nuclide Previously Quoted
key . .. E ev Assignment Value (from NDS)

100 99.5 Ce1 4 4 100

304 304.4 Ba140 304
305

102 102.12 Sml 5 3 102.6

360

480

Note: The uranium X-rays were used for calibration purposes

along with the 140 key line from Mo99 .

The 91 key line from Nd147 was not observed on the

emulsion plate but was obtained on the X-ray films

which act~d as monitors.

In assigning the gamma-rays to the nuclides, the

author had found the following reference to be useful

in providing the percent yield of gamma-ray per disin-

tegration:

J.0.Blomeke and Mary F.Todd, ORNL-2127, Part I Vol.I
Unclassified Document
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VI,* CONCLUSIONTS AND RECOMiETDATIOITS

The Six-MIeter Spectrograph has been found to give very

good results. The work with the canned sources indicated that

higher sources or sources of larger width than those present-

ly in use would be highly desirable for any prolonged investi-

gation of grnma-ray spectra. or this purpose it would be

advantageous to use a combined unit of shutter-pig, transfer-

pig and exposure-pig. The experiment with the spent fuel-ele-

ment showed the feasibility and ease of obtaining a non-des-

tructive determination of burnup of the fuel-element through

the relative intensities of X-rays from U and Pu, the gamma-

ray flux in a fuel-element being sufficient to produce the

X-rayrs.
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